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The Life of a True Christian
Knowing God & Loving People Part 2
1 John 2:3-4

Summary: Three aspects of knowing God: 1) Keeping (guarding, treasuring, not taking your eye off) His commands; 2) Loving God (the accomplishment of love is obedience); 3) and Remaining (the closest imaginable kind of relationship) . God’s law is a precious gift.  Pray for help, slow down, read personally, and focus on the Psalms.  
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3 This is how we are sure that we have come to know Him: by keeping His commands. 4 The one who says, "I have come to know Him," without keeping His commands, is a liar, and the truth is not in him. There is a heavy emphasis on the word “him.” Lit. “In this one the truth is not.” The idea is that his life is a deceiving untruth, therefore do not go to him as a source of truth. 5 But whoever keeps His word, truly in him the love of God is perfected. This is how we know we are in Him. 6 the one who says he remains in Him should walk just as He walked. 
 
Review
After a four-week reprieve it is time for us to return to our study of 1 John.  We left off last time right in the middle of a paragraph, so let me refresh your memory from a month ago.

3 This is how we are sure that we have come to know Him: by keeping His commands. 4 The one who says, "I have come to know Him," without keeping His commands, is a liar, and the truth is not in him.

We saw that the point of verse three is that all obeyers of God are knowers of God.  That is where our assurance comes.  If you are questioning your salvation, you check to see if you are an obeyer of God.  And if you are, then that is proof that you are a knower of God because all obeyers are knowers.  And so the proof of your salvation is obedience – chapter one type obedience.  “What is chapter one type obedience?”  That is when you constantly sin and constantly keep responding to your sin in true repentance.  It is when you can never say, “I am without sin,” but you keep walking in the light by confessing your sin and turning wholeheartedly back to God.
So verse three says that the proof of salvation is in a life of chapter one-type obedience.  Then in verse four he makes another point.  Not only is it true that all who obey God know God, but it is also true the other way – everyone who knows God obeys God.  Not only are all obeyers knowers, but all knowers are also obeyers.  The implication of verse three is that we can have great assurance if we obey God.  The implication of verse four is that it is impossible to divorce knowledge from ethics.
So many people today believe that knowledge has nothing to do with behavior. They think education and intelligence has nothing to do with purity and holiness.  And John says they are wrong.  I do not care if you have ten PhD’s stacked up behind your name; if you do not have a righteous life you do not know anything.  You may have gathered a whole lot of facts, but if you do not understand how those facts relate to God, then you do not know the truth about anything.  But if you do know how they relate to God, that will have an impact on the way you life your life.
That is a summary of the last sermon (vv.3-4).  But there is a whole lot more to this passage that we did not have time to get in to last time.  John is going to show us three key aspects of knowing God.

I. Keeping
The meaning of “keeping” (persevering and treasuring) 
First, I need to show you some more of the significance of this word that the NIV translates “obey,” and it appears three times in this paragraph.  The CSV translates it “keep.”

3 This is how we are sure that we have come to know Him: by keeping His commands. 4 The one who says, "I have come to know Him," without keeping His commands, is a liar, and the truth is not in him. 5 But whoever keeps His word, truly in him the love of God is accomplished. 

The word literally means “to keep your eye on something.”  It is the word used to describe guarding a prisoner, or guarding some item you do not want stolen, or protecting someone from danger.  The idea is that you do not let the thing out of your sight.  Jesus gave us some insight into the idea behind this word in Mt.23.

Matthew 23:2-3 The scribes and the Pharisees are seated in the chair of Moses. 3 Therefore do whatever they tell you and keep it. But don't do what they do, because they don't practice what they teach.

When someone shows you something from God’s Word – no matter who that person is, if what they are showing you is indeed from God’s Word, then Jesus tells you to do two things: 1) do it, and 2) keep it.
The word “do” is an aorist imperative.  That points to singular, punctiliar action.  They tell you to do something; you do it.
The word “keep” is a present imperative.  That points to continual, ongoing, linear action.  It is more than mere obedience.  It is an ongoing, steady-state condition.  “Keeping,” means to keep on clinging to it.  To keep watch over it and guard it so that nothing comes and snatches it out of your heart.  It carries the idea of both perseverance and preciousness.  You keep guarding it because it is precious to you.
God is not just interested in sporadic acts of obedience.  He calls us to respond to His commands as a way of life – all day long every day.  That is an important emphasis because natural, human religion tends to think in terms of sporadic episodes of religion.  They think every time they do something good it is kind of like doing God a favor.  If you do someone three favors in a day that is good.  If you do 20, that is better.
But that is not even close to the right way of looking at how we are to serve God.  You cannot do God a favor.  We do not do God favors.  We serve Him as His slaves.  Over and over the Bible refers to Christians as slaves of the Lord Jesus Christ.  He is our Owner, and we owe Him our very lives.  He is not interested in sporadic episodes of religion.  He is interested in our every thought and breath being for His glory.
Are there unbelievers who try to obey the Bible?  Yes.  Are there people who avoid lying and killing and adultery because God said not to do those things in the Ten Commandments?  Absolutely.  But are those people keepers of the Word of God?  Do they treasure up God’s Word in their heart?  Is their delight in the Law of the Lord such that they meditate on it day and night – striving to never let it out of their sight?  No.  They may do some of the things the Bible says to do, but they are not keepers of the Word of God.  And it is only the keepers of God’s Word who are saved. 
Grace is not opposed to obedience 
 Do not ever let anyone confuse you about the importance of our responsiveness to God’s commands.  If anyone ever tries to tell you that grace is somehow opposed to obedience, or that grace means we do not have to respond to God’s commands, tell that person to re-read the Great Commission. 

Matthew 28:18-20 All authority has been given to Me in heaven and on earth.  19 Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 20 teaching them to obey (lit. keep) everything I have commanded you.

You know you are a Christian when there is a continual guarding and holding to His commands in your heart.  That is the effect of grace.
Treasuring God’s Word
The true believer is one who treasures the Word of God.  Any time you find one of God’s commands to be grievous or burdensome – that should be a red alert.  That is an extremely dangerous sign.  The most foolish and reckless thing you could do at that point is say, “Well, I’ll just grit my teeth and obey anyway.”  No – you need to not only obey the command, but keep the command.  You need to find out what it is in you that makes you dislike that command – what worldly poison is your heart in love with.

II. Loving
The link between knowing and doing
So, the first aspect of knowing God that we see is keeping – the one who knows God keeps His commands.  The second aspect is the thing that causes the connection between the believing and the doing.  It is a very common theme in Scripture that if your beliefs do not affect your actions, then you do not truly believe.  There is a kind of believing that does not run deep enough to drive your actions and affections.  We all know what it is like to “believe” there is no danger, and yet you are still scared.  Or you “believe,” at some level, that God will take care of you, and yet you are still worried.  Or you “believe” what you did was right, and yet you still feel guilty.  Or you “believe” exercising and diet would make you happier, but you end up deciding not to do it.  There is a kind of believing that just does not seem to make it all the way down to that part of you that generates emotions and makes final decisions.
What is it that makes a belief penetrate deep enough to become a true belief?  What is it that makes a truth become a part of you so that you think and feel and choose and act in line with that truth?
The Accomplishment of the Love of God
The answer is in verse five.

5 But whoever keeps His word, truly in him the love of God is perfected. 

Our love for God
The phrase “the love of God” sometimes refers to God’s love for us; For example, 1 John 4:9 This is how the love of God was shown among us: He sent his one and only Son into the world that we might live through him. other times it means our love for God, For example, 1 John 5:2-3 This is how we know that we love the children of God: by loving God and carrying out his commands. 3 This is the love of God: to obey his commands. and other times it just means divine love.  Here, I am convinced the meaning is our love for God.  John has spoken of our fellowship with God and our knowing God, and now our loving God.  In each case it is a reciprocal relationship – God also has fellowship with us and knows us and loves us.
So the idea of God’s love for us is implied, but John’s emphasis each time has been on the human side of the relationship.

Made complete 
So when you keep God’s Word, it is because your love for God is being perfected.  Probably a better translation for that word “perfected” would be “accomplished.”  That word can mean perfected, but it can also refer simply to something being accomplished or carried out.  John used that word five times in his gospel.  In four of those, the idea is of something being carried out or accomplished.

John 4:34 "My food is to do the will of Him who sent Me and to accomplish His work," Jesus told them.
John 5:36 "But I have a greater testimony than John's because of the works that the Father has given Me to accomplish. 
John 17:4 I have glorified You on the earth by accomplishing the work You gave Me to do.
John 19:28 After this, when Jesus knew that everything was now accomplished that the Scripture might be fulfilled, He said, "I'm thirsty!"

Here in 1 John that word is used four times – always in reference to love.  Love is something that begins in your heart and must be carried out, or accomplished, in your actions.  The Greek word is teleioo.  You can think of it this way – an apple tree is teleioo (perfected, completed, accomplished), when it produces apples.  The apples are not the tree, but they are the main purpose of the tree.  Acts of obedience do not equal love for God.  But they are the main outworking of love.  Love for God is carried out or completed or accomplished or perfected when it is expressed in acts of obedience.  Acts of obedience that do not spring forth from love for God are worthless.  But true love accomplishes its goal only when it obeys.
So the answer to our question about the connection between knowing and doing is this – it is love for God that is the catalyst that brings about the actions.  When you have one of those superficial beliefs, where it seems like you fully believe something and yet it does not seem to show up in your emotions or decisions or actions, the problem is there is a lack of love for God in that area.
So if I say, “I believe in prayer! I believe it is important!” and yet I find myself not really praying much, it is because of a lack of love for God in that area.  I do not love the sensation of being listened to by God.  I do not love the process of pouring out my heart to Someone who has compassion on me.  I do not love the promises that He will listen and respond to my prayers.
If I claim to believe evangelism is important, but I do not find myself doing it, it is because I do not love God enough to love those He loves.  If I claim to believe self-control in my eating would be a good thing, but I find myself constantly overeating, it is because I love the taste of food more than I love the nearness to God that I could enjoy if I followed the way of wisdom that He has revealed in His Word.
Every sin is a preferring of something above the nearness of God.  And so every sin is an act of loving something else more than you love the presence of God.  The accomplishment or fruit or outworking of love for God is always the keeping of His Word, because the more you delight in Him the more you will delight in His way.
That is the significance of the word “truly” in verse four.  No matter how you think you feel about God, love for God is not genuine unless it expresses itself in your preferences.  You love what you prefer.  If you claim to love God in an area where you are preferring something else over God, your love is not truly love.  It is truly love for God when you prefer His river of delights to the delicacies of this world.  That is why I keep telling you (and telling myself) – do not ever be satisfied with mere resisted temptation.  Do not be satisfied until your resistance is a real act of preferring.  Do not be satisfied until evil is despised and good is delighted in and preferred. 

III. Remaining 
So the first aspect of knowing God is keeping – treasuring God’s Word and persevering in continual, ongoing responsiveness to it.  The second aspect is loving God.  Knowing becomes doing by means of loving.  Now let’s look at the third aspect.  And this one is easy to miss because it is only two letters.  In chapter 1, John described our relationship with God with the word “fellowship” - fellowship with God.  In 2:3-4 he described the same thing in terms of knowing God.  In verse five he described the same thing in terms of loving God: Fellowship with God, knowing God, loving God.  And now at the end of verse five John uses yet another description of that same relationship. 

5 …This is how we know we are in Him

Being a Christian means being in God.  What does that mean?  In a context like this, that Greek word does not mean “inside,” in a spatial sense.  When the Greek word en is used to describe a relationship with a person it describes the closest possible relationship.  It is never used of human relationships.  I looked through all the uses of that word in the NT (almost 3000!), and there is never a time when it says one person is in another person except for the relationship between Jesus with the Father and us with God.  It is not even used of the husband-wife relationship.  It is a term that describes an association, union, oneness, and identification that is so close that it needs it is own word to describe it – a word reserved only for this relationship and no other relationship.
Fellowship with God is an awesome, staggering reality to consider if you stop to think about it.  And knowing God takes it even further.  Knowing, in the biblical sense, points to an intimacy of relationship that goes even beyond fellowship.  Then the term loving takes it even further.  And now this term takes it as far as it can go.  This is the word that describes the relationship between the members of the Trinity.
And even though that is as far as you can go, John finds a way to take it a step further in verse six.

6 the one who says he remains in Him should walk just as He walked.

He adds “remaining” to the idea of being in God - Not only being in Him, but being in Him in an ongoing, persistent, continuous, persevering way. And yet the stability is a function not of inertia (natural resistance to change) but of faithfulness. It is incumbent upon us to remain – it does not happen automatically.
Are you starting to get the feeling that John wants us to think of Christianity in terms of a personal relationship with God?  That phrase “personal relationship with God” has become such a cliché in our time that it hardly means anything anymore.  But let’s let John rescue that phrase from cliché-land, because it is the heart of the Gospel.  If your involvement with God is not personal - if it is a mere religious association, or set of beliefs you identify with, or a club you belong to, or adhering to a moral code - none of that is Christianity.  True religion is matter of loving a Person.
And if you have a relationship with anyone or anything that is closer and more intimate and more delightful than your relationship with that Person who is in heaven, you are not a Christian.  That includes your wife, husband, children, parents, friends. Your interaction with Christ must be your closest, most intimate relationship or it does not exist.  If it is not your closest relationship, then there is no relationship.  John does not give us a middle ground.  He does not have a category for people who have fellowship with God but who do not know Him, or who know Him but who do not love Him, or who love Him but who are not in Him.  You are in Him in the closest, most personal kind of relationship possible in the universe, or you are lost.
This marvelous, astonishing reality of being in Christ – related to Him with a union and closeness that is more profound even than marriage, is not an obscure, rare, isolated truth in Scripture.  It is plastered everywhere you read in the New Testament.  And it is a fantastic thing because it is a reversal of the problem of alienation from God.  We were God’s enemies and His wrath burned against us with awesome fury, and we hated Him and His ways and were dead to Him and at enmity with Him, and through Christ He reconciled us to Himself, and reconciled us with a capital R.  We went all the way from His eternal, damning wrath to being in Him, and He in us.
And the significance of all that to what John is saying is this: You cannot be that close to God without it having an impact on the way you live.  Just as you cannot get close to the sun without getting hot, you cannot get this close to God without getting holy.  God is so good – so beautiful and holy and righteous and pure and powerful and satisfying and delightful and awesome – that if you are connected with Him in a relationship this close, it will have a drastic impact on the way you feel and think and choose and love and behave.  And it is the height of absurdity and deceit to claim to have that kind of nearness to God when your life shows no real change.  Very often when people give their testimony of how they became a Christian they say something like this: “I became a Christian at age 16 when I walked an aisle.  But there was no real change in my life until I really gave my heart to the Lord at age 29.”  It is not always easy to be absolutely sure when your conversion actually happened.  But it is a very safe bet that in a case like that you were saved at age 29, not 16, because there is no such thing as a salvation that does not transform your life.

Conclusion
There is a fourth aspect of obedience is in verse six, but we will leave that for now and let’s see if we can tie all this together.  John has been telling us that to know God is to obey Him.  We have that saying “To know Him is to love him;” with God it is “To know Him is to obey Him.”  And we saw last time  why that is, but now that we have looked at the passage in some more depth we can answer that question in a fuller way.  Let’s think through the relationship between being in God, loving God, knowing God, and keeping His commands.
The purpose of God’s law (for us)
Let’s start by asking this – What is the purpose of God’s law?  Does God give us commands because He needs stuff done?  No.  God does not need anything done.  Anything He wants done He could get done with a mere thought.
Human institutions and governments have rules and laws in order to prevent chaos.  Does God need laws to prevent chaos?  No – He could eliminate all chaos with a single thought if He chose to.
Does God give us commands because He needs us to serve Him?  No. We are not even capable of carrying out His commands without His enabling us.  So He does not receive anything from us – we receive everything from Him.  Our following God’s rules does not benefit God.
So why does He give us commands?  He gives them because they benefit us.  In verses seven and eight of Psalm 19 we see four effects God’s Law has on us.  It revives the soul, makes us wise, gives joy to our hearts, and gives light to our eyes.  Raise your hand if you could use some restoration, wisdom, guidance, insight, and joy.  God knew you needed all that, so He took all that, wrapped it all up in a package called “law,” and placed a copy in your hands.

10 They are more precious than gold, than much pure gold; they are sweeter than honey, than honey from the comb. 

Every law God ever gave is an act of mercy and grace.  They are road signs that show us the way of blessedness.  They are doctor’s prescriptions that save us from paths of death.  You do not do your doctor a favor by taking the pills he prescribes.  If you follow his instructions you do yourself a favor.  God’s laws are containers of the greatest treasure there is – revelation of the very heart of God.  They reveal to us what is truly good and right and beneficial and delightful and beautiful and profitable and important; and they expose what is not.
The primary meaning of the word “law” (TORAH) is instruction.  God instructs us about Himself through His Word.  We take that for granted, but that is an amazing gift of grace.  The pagans had to guess what their gods wanted.  When drought or famine came they would try one ritual after another in blind flailing and stabs in the dark in hopes to stumble across the thing that was bothering the gods.  And usually those rituals involved giving up something good as a sacrifice or inflicting harm on themselves in some way.  How different it is to serve a God who has revealed His will to us completely!  We know exactly what He wants from us and exactly what pleases Him!  And He wants and is pleased by nothing that is harmful to us.  The things that glorify Him most happen to also be the very things that are most beneficial and joy-producing and profitable for us!  What an astonishing gift is the Word of God!
Look at verse eight.

8 The precepts of the LORD are right, giving joy to the heart. 

If what you are doing is a drudgery you are not on the path pointed to by the precepts of the Lord.  The Word of God points us to a path that rejoices the heart.  So if your prayers or your ministry or your Bible reading or your job or any part of your life is mostly drudgery, you are not doing it in the way God has revealed in His Word because His Word puts you on a path that brings joy to the heart.  And no other path will ever be able to bring as much joy to your heart as the path God has revealed in His Word.
There are three kinds of things we can read: The Bible, books that help us understand the Bible, and books that do not help us understand the Bible.  It is a sad truth that many of us spend much more time in the third category than the first two.  Why do we do that?  We do it because we find the reading of other books more enjoyable or useful than Scripture.  And in the short term they may very well be.  But those books are not the path to the greatest enjoyment.  The pleasure they bring is shallow and superficial, and will evaporate into nothingness when the real pain and sorrows of life strike.  Only a steady, full diet of the truths of God’s Word will build a foundation of joy that will be able to not only withstand the hurricanes of suffering, but that will be so much larger and greater than even the worst kinds of suffering that despair will never be able to overtake your joy.  One writer compared the Word of God to the pool of Bethesda in John five.  On the porches around the pool there were a great number of disabled people – sick, blind, lame, paralyzed.  And the people believed that if they could jump into the pool while the waters were being stirred, they would be healed.  John Bois, one of the translators of the KJV, said, “Our souls are like the porches of Bethesda … and the Scriptures are like the pool of Bethesda.”  Scattered all around in our hearts are the diseases of greed, anger, lust, selfishness, folly, and every kind of idolatry.  And if we could just roll ourselves into the pool, and immerse ourselves in the wisdom of God, we would be healed.”  Bois went on: “Is any man down? The statutes of the Lord rejoice the heart. Is any man poor? The judgments of the Lord are more to be desired than much fine gold, and by keeping of them there is a great reward.  Is any man ignorant? The testimonies of the Lord give wisdom to the simple (so that you are wiser than all your teachers.) Treasury of David, vol.1, pp.285-286  Is anyone discouraged?  The law of the Lord revives the soul.  Is anyone in the dark and in need of guidance or enlightenment?  The commands of the Lord are radiant, giving light to the eyes.” 
If you don’t love the Word – question your salvation
If you are one of those people who does not love and treasure God’s Word, you have a really good reason to question your salvation.  People who are faking it are the people who take no real delight in the commands of God.  They do not want to sit in a church where someone is up there going on and on about nothing but Scripture.  They would rather go to hear how they can have their best life now.  They want to go somewhere where they get 20 minutes of assurance about how God loves them no matter what.  They want video clips, stories, clever insights from books, jokes, skits – anything but Scripture.
A true Christian loves God’s Word even when it pierces like a knife.  A person who truly knows God sits under the teaching of God’s Word, and if something comes up from the Bible that pinpoints a sin in their lives, and they are convicted in a painful way as they discover an area sin they did not realize was there; when that happens they are the first ones in line to pick up the CD that week and they listen to that sermon over and over.  And if someone asks them, “How was the sermon?” they say, “This one was an especially good one.”  The false Christian, if you preach against their treasured sins, just gets angry.  “That crackpot doesn’t know anything –  I have better things to do on a Sunday morning than have some holier-than-thou preacher sticking his nose into my business.”  A true Christian longs to understand his Bible.  A false Christian is content to just leave it on the shelf all week long.
It is an alarming thing, when someone is choosing a church, and they end up saying, “Well, church A is where I learn more from God’s Word, but church B has better music, more programs, better coffee, friendlier people, is closer to my house, is closer to the size I like, has a Saturday service so it doesn’t crowd my weekend, has more fun stuff to keep the kids occupied (because I am more concerned with my kids liking church than I am about whether they actually learn from God’s Word)…” - whatever it is, if something besides the Word of God is the biggest factor in your decision-making, something is wrong.

Keep the Word!
I want to close by just offering some practical advice that might help those of you who struggle with loving the Word of God.  If you are a person who finds reading the Bible to be a drudgery I want to urge you in the strongest possible terms – do not let that continue!  If you are one of those people who does not even spend time in Scripture every day, or you force yourself to do your daily reading out of sheer duty and discipline, I would urge you to make it the number one priority of your life to change that.  Listen to Psalm one – 

Psalms 1:1-2 Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked or stand in the way of sinners or sit in the seat of mockers… 

…but he grinds out his 20 minutes in the Bible every day whether he feels like it or not, so he can get through the whole thing in a year.  Is that what it says?

2 But his delight is in the law of the LORD

God did not say, “Blessed is the man who reads his Bible every day.”  He said, “Blessed is the man whose delight is in the law of the Lord.”  So let me suggest a few practical ideas for warming up your heart toward loving God’s Word.
1) Pray for help
It has been very helpful to me to start my time in the Word every morning by asking for God’s help in four ways.  You can remember these with the acrostic S.I.O.U.S.

You can remember these with the acrostic S.I.O.U.S.
S is for Seek
Communion with God is a two-way interaction.
Remind yourself that you need God to come to you.

Psalm 119:176 I have strayed like a lost sheep. Seek your servant, for I have not forgotten your commands

The psalmists were continually asking God to come near to them and not to be far from them.

I is for Incline.

Psalm 119:36 Incline my heart toward your statutes 

Inclination has to do with what you like and do not like.  When you observe the things around you, you do not do so with a detached, dispassionate, robotic analysis.  The things you see you not only analyze, but you have a sense of either liking and being attracted to them, or disliking and being uninterested in them.  You are either inclined toward them or away from them.
Our natural condition is to wake up in the morning disinclined with respect to God’s Word.  Before I crack open God’s Word, I take a second to remind myself that it is very possible that I could begin reading, come across some wonderful truth about God, and not be thrilled by it at all.  And that would be a catastrophe!  What could be worse than that!  And so I begin by begging God: “Please, please, dear Lord – don’t be far from me, and incline my heart so that whatever it is You are about to show me, my heart will be inclined toward it when I see it.”

O is for Open.

Psalm 119:18 Open my eyes that I may see wonderful things in your law.

When you read something in Scripture about God and it does not thrill your soul and cause great joy and peace and comfort and awe and delight, there is only one explanation for how that could happen.  Your eyes are blind to what is wonderful about that truth.  There are no truths about God that do not excite you just because they are not your cup of tea.  Every single one of them would absolutely thrill you if your eyes were opened to see what is so wonderful about it.  And only God can do that.  So pray – “God, draw near, and incline my heart and open my eyes.”

U is for Unite.

Psalm 86:11 Unite my heart, that I may fear your name. 

When we come to the Word of God, we usually come with our heart scattered in ten different directions.  Twenty percent of me is thinking about the day to come, and 30% of me thinking about breakfast, and 10% of me is wondering how the Nuggets did last night, and about 5% of me is actually paying attention to the Lord.  And I need to pray and say, “God, please – come close to me, and incline my heart and open my eyes and unite my heart so for this brief little time I can focus my entire being on You.”

S is for Satisfy.

Psalm 90:14 Satisfy us in the morning with your unfailing love, that we may sing for joy and be glad all our days.

Scripture is clear that the presence of God is like food – it always satisfies the soul.  That means if you go away from your time in the Word unsatisfied, it is because you did not experience the presence of God.  And so before you begin, pray and ask the Lord: “Draw near to me, and incline my heart and open my eyes and unite my heart and satisfy my soul with your unfailing love.”
2) SLOW DOWN! 
The second thing I recommend is SLOW DOWN.  If God’s Word is dry to you, you are probably going way too fast.  There is nothing spiritual about reading through the Bible in a year.

2 Timothy 2:7 Reflect on what I am saying, for the Lord will give you insight into all this.

God did not intend His Word to be immediately understood.  Some people can do really well reading several chapters at a time.  But if you are like me, that is way too fast.  It is like trying to hit 12 restaurants in your 30 minute lunch break – you cannot enjoy any of them.
I think one of the best ways to train yourself to dislike the Word of God is to read something you do not understand one day, and the next day move on to something else you do not understand.  That is like being on a scavenger hunt where God placed a priceless treasure at each place.  But you are in such a hurry to finish the hunt that you go to each place, look around for ten seconds, do not find the treasure, and then move on to the next stop.  And you get to the end and you have not found one single treasure.  And you are proud of yourself for finishing the whole thing so fast, but you feel guilty for not really enjoying it.
My advice is do not move on to the next place until you find the treasure at the place where you are.  If you cannot see what is marvelous and glorious and delightful and satisfying and joy producing about the text you read in the morning, get a commentary (or two or three) and try to figure out what it means.  Study the context.  Ask your small group leader or your pastor.  Ask all your friends.  Memorize a portion of the passage and meditate on it during free moments during the day.  And come back to it again and again – day after day, until you crack that nut.  And when you find the treasure, stay there and enjoy it for a while.  Spend a day or two thinking and praying and writing and talking to others about the implications of that truth.  And write down your insights so you can refer back to them in the future (on a day when you really need a good insight and do not have time to study).  Then you can move on.
3) Read expectantly  

Psalms 5:4 In the morning I lay my requests before you and wait in expectation. 

God has made huge and marvelous promises regarding what we can expect from His Word. Trust those promises! Joy and restoration and enlightenment and satisfaction of soul are there for the taking. God has not placed them out of your reach if you seek after them with all your heart. Never dishonor God by approaching His Word with an attitude that assumes it will be unable to give you that which God has promised. When you open your Bible, think: What are my expectations?
4) Read personally 
Realize you are seeking communion with a person.

Psalm 119:41 Let your love come to me, O LORD, … according to your Word.

This is not a newspaper or a textbook or a novel or a self-help book or an instruction manual.  It is a letter to you from God.  Imagine a woman reading a love letter from the man she adores, and who she misses and for whom her heart yearns.  She is not reading that letter just to become informed or gather information.  She reads and re-reads and fixes her full attention on every word and every emphasis and every implication.  She is not even looking at the letter, really – she is straining her eyes to look into the heart of her beloved.  And when she is done she has deeper love for him than when she started.  Her whole purpose in reading was to stoke the fires of love in her heart.  Read Psalm 119 sometime and you will see that is the way the psalmist read the Word of God.  Your time in Scripture should be a time of personal, relational interaction with God.
4) Read the Psalms
When in doubt read the Psalms.  How many times have you blown your whole devotion time just trying to decide what to read?  My advice is if you do not have definite plans to read something else, just open up to your bookmark in the Psalms and start in on the next one.  There is no denser concentration of truth about the nature and attributes of God than in the Psalms.  And the fact that they are already prayers makes them the easiest part of Scripture to read relationally.  

Benediction: Jos.1:7-9  Be strong and very courageous. Be careful to obey all the law my servant Moses gave you; do not turn from it to the right or to the left, that you may be successful wherever you go. 8Do not let this Book of the Law depart from your mouth; meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do everything written in it. Then you will be prosperous and successful.




Devotionals
Day 1: Restoring the soul  

Psalms 19:7 The law of the LORD is perfect, restoring the soul. 
What is wonderful about this attribute:
Human institutions and governments have rules and laws in order to prevent chaos. And usually those rules and laws are good. But as good as they are, they are not perfect. In certain cases they do more harm than good. There are laws that are good for society as a whole, but that are not so good for you as an individual. And there are laws that are beneficial most of the time, but not all of the time. The law that requires you to stop at a red light is good for you when there is oncoming traffic, but when there is not, it is just an annoyance. We should still follow them, however, because even imperfect laws are better than anarchy. We need laws to prevent chaos.
But God does not need the help of laws to prevent chaos. He has the power to prevent it with or without laws. So why does He give laws in the Bible? Our following rules does not benefit Him. God does not gain anything through the efforts of man to follow rules (God is the one who enables those efforts anyway!). The purpose of His laws is to benefit us. Every law God ever gave is an act of mercy and grace. They are road signs that show us the way of blessedness. They are doctor’s prescriptions that save us from paths of death. They are containers of the greatest treasure there is – revelation of the very heart of God. They reveal to us what is truly good and right and beneficial and delightful and beautiful and profitable and important; and they expose what is not. 
They are perfect. There is never a case in which they are good for the community as a whole but not so good for you as an individual. There is never a case when the law of God is not the best way to go because of circumstances. 
The primary meaning of the word “law” (TORAH) is not “rule” but rather “instruction.” The pagans had to guess what their gods wanted. When drought or famine came they would try one ritual after another in blind flailing and stabs in the dark in hopes to stumble across the thing that was bothering the gods. And usually those rituals involved giving up something good as a sacrifice or inflicting harm on themselves in some way. How different it is to serve a God who has revealed His will to us completely! We know exactly what He wants from us and exactly what pleases Him! And He wants and is pleased by nothing that is harmful to us. The things that glorify Him most happen to also be the very things that are most beneficial and joy-producing and profitable for us! What an astonishing gift is the Word of God!
And because God’s law is perfect it restores the soul. The word “restore” means to repair that which is ruined, or to return something to the point of departure. 
The waves and currents and winds of sin pull us off course. Sometimes in gradual, imperceptible increments – like the sailor who never makes it across the ocean falling just a couple degrees off course every so often eventually results in a 180 degree turn. Other times sin rips into our lives in one, strong gust and blows us so far off that path that we despair of ever recovering. But no matter how far from the path sin has taken you, the instruction of God has the power to restore your soul back to the path from which it has departed. 

Experiencing this attribute:
When we depart from God’s way and wander off the path it often becomes a downward spiral, because as a result of our sin our hearts become inclined away from Scripture, our eyes become blind to the beauty of it, our hearts become fragmented and distracted in prayer, and our appetite for the Bread of Life diminishes. 
A good practice is to begin your time in the Word every day with the S.I.O.U.S. acrostic. I am indebted to John Piper for this acrostic.  

S is for Seek
Communion with God is a two-way interaction. Remind yourself that you need God to come to you.

Psalm 119:176 I have strayed like a lost sheep. Seek your servant, for I have not forgotten your commands

The psalmists were continually asking God to come near to them and not to be far from them. Begin your time with Him by asking Him to come to you.

I is for Incline.

Psalm 119:36 Incline my heart toward your statutes 

Inclination has to do with what you like and dislike. We do not observe life with a detached, dispassionate, robotic analysis.  We have a sense of liking and being attracted to (inclination of the soul toward) some things and disliking and being uninterested in (inclination of the soul away from) others.  
Our natural condition is to wake up in the morning disinclined with respect to God’s Word.  Before you open your Bible take a second to remind yourself that it is very possible that you could begin reading, come across some wonderful truth about God, and not be thrilled by it at all.  And that would be a catastrophe!  What could be worse than being unable to be thrilled by the glory of God? Before you read, ask the Lord to incline your heart toward whatever it is He is about to show you so that when you see it you will love it.

O is for Open.

Psalm 119:18 Open my eyes that I may see wonderful things in your law.

When you read something in Scripture about God and it does not thrill your soul and cause great joy and peace and comfort and awe and delight, there is only one explanation for how that could happen: your eyes are blind to what is wonderful about that truth.  Every single truth about God in Scripture would absolutely thrill you if your eyes were opened to see what is so wonderful about it.  And only God can do that.  So before reading, pray – “God, open my eyes.”

U is for Unite.

Psalm 86:11 Unite my heart, that I may fear your name. 

When we come to the Word of God, we usually come with our heart scattered and distracted. We must pray, “Dear God, please unite my heart so for this brief little time I can focus my entire being on You.”

S is for Satisfy.

Psalm 90:14 Satisfy us in the morning with your unfailing love, that we may sing for joy and be glad all our days.

Scripture is clear that the presence of God is like food – it always satisfies the soul.  That means if you go away from your time in the Word unsatisfied, it is because you did not experience the presence of God.  It is good, before we open the Bible, to remind ourselves of the purpose of coming to the banquet table of God. The goal is not just to gather information, but to leave the table with our souls satisfied!

Dear Lord, incline my heart toward what I am about to read, open my eyes to the wonders of it, unite my heart that I might seek after You with all my being for these brief minutes, and satisfy my soul with your unfailing love.






Day 2: Trustworthy, making wise the simple  

Psalms 19:7 The statutes of the LORD are trustworthy, making wise the simple. 
Psalm 33:4 4 For the word of the LORD is right and true; he is faithful in all he does.
What is wonderful about this attribute:
The word translated “statutes” refers to that to which God has testified. God points to His Word and says, “I vouch for the fact that this is true!” Using this term to describe Scripture points to God’s testimony to us that His Word is reliable. 
God’s Word leaves nothing out that should be included, and it includes nothing that should be left out. God never misleads by saying too much or too little. We can trust His Word completely. Oh, what a blessing that is! You never have to use discernment or make any kind of judgment about whether what God has said is accurate or useful or anything other than perfect. Receiving God’s Word is the only time we do not have to be on our guard against error (We are prone to introduce error into His Word because of our own sin and ignorance, but we never have to worry about error existing in what God has actually said). 
We never have a truer, clearer view of reality than when we hear God speak in His Word. What God says is truer and more real than what we feel with our hands or see with our eyes or hear with our ears. This world is filled with deceit and error and distortions. We cannot rely completely on what we observe or experience, nor can we always trust our eyes or ears or mind. But we can always trust Him. He will never lead us astray. In fact, He will protect us from leading ourselves astray. 
Blessed be Your name, O God, for your promises to protect Your servant from wandering astray! If not for that promise, Lord, I would have wandered so far for so long I would be beyond hope. In myself I know nothing. I am utterly blind. Without Your light I have not even the first notion of what is true. You are my ONLY connection with reality. Your Word is the only way I have any knowledge of the true state of affairs. And that Word is flawless – 100% accurate. I can trust it completely! You write with a pen that never blots and a tongue that never slips – a mind that never miscommunicates or misunderstands. What rest that gives my soul, O Lord. Thank You! 
Not only is God’s Word right and true, but His actions are always faithful as well. Nothing God does ever contradicts anything He has done before. His actions are always in perfect harmony with His words. He is utterly predictable in that He never does anything that differs from what He has revealed in His Word. And He is utterly unpredictable in that His mind and will are so infinitely beyond what the greatest human mind and the collective wisdom of all humanity can conceive. 
It is hard to appreciate just how precious truthful speaking really is until you have been deeply hurt by untruthfulness. The pain of being lied to or being lied about, can be an unbelievably difficult trial. When we represent each other in ways that are not entirely true (but, we tell ourselves, close enough to the important parts of the truth), the result is massive devastation of the Lord’s Church, the loss of friends, destruction of relationships, the dishonoring of God’s holy name, and endless nights of agony and tears for those involved. 
Please forgive Your servant, O Lord. I have lied and “shaded” the truth, and left out important points, and spoken half-truths. I have done that with the motive, many times, of hurting some of Your precious children, people for whom You gave Your Son to die! People You love just like You love me. People You have promised to protect from the harm inflicted by the likes of me – those who would harm them with false words. O God, forgive me. I am not worthy to be Your child. Thank You, Lord Jesus, for shedding Your precious blood for this sin.
And thank You for Your very great and precious promises. When I have been lied about it was like being in a deep pit, but You drew me out of that miry pit and set my feet upon a rock. When all abandoned me and I had no one to protect me or speak up for me, You stayed by me and reassured me. When no one would help, You restored me, and Your Holy Spirit confirmed in my heart that I was saved and my repentance was real. You reminded me of Your great and precious promises – so many promises. You have promised to keep me and preserve me. You have promised that as long as I am willing I cannot be overcome by the enemy. 
Please do not ever let me forget how it felt when I was utterly alone, and You graciously overshadowed me with Your presence. You did not leave me alone. And Your promises were my food and drink. Please do not let me ever forget how that felt. Your Word is sure!

This term “simple” means gullible. We all have some susceptibility to being fooled – especially in areas where we lack love for the truth. The flesh clings to whatever folly allow it to indulge itself in temporary pleasure. 
Proverbs 1:22 How long will you simple ones love your simple ways? How long will mockers delight in mockery and fools hate knowledge?
But when the reliable Word of God enters the heart it draws the affections in, causing a love for wisdom. It is only when the affections are thus changed that a person can become wise.  And our vulnerability to being deceived is one of the great calamities of life. Only God’s sure, reliable, trustworthy Word can rescue us from that calamity. It is the only form of truth that has within it the power to transform gullibility and folly into wisdom and understanding. 

Experiencing this attribute:
We experience the reliability of God’s Word when we put it to the test. Prove God’s Word to be trustworthy by relying on the promises it contains. Bank on them in such a way that everything is riding on God’s faithfulness. And when He proves faithful, you will have experienced this attribute. 

Think: Take a look at the list of promises in the “Promises to Trust When…” reference. http://treasuringgod.com/resource_library/articles/  Take a moment to consider which area in your life you have struggled, find a promise related to that area, and spend your day clinging to, delighting in, relying on, trusting in, and rejoicing over that promise. 


Day 3: Right, giving joy to the heart  

Psalms 19:8 The precepts of the LORD are right, giving joy to the heart.
What is wonderful about this attribute:
The word translated “precepts” means rules or directions.  The word translated “right” means straight. It is always a bad thing to deviate from the path one should be on. Each deviation is an act of sin and folly that impedes progress toward the goal. The directions of God in Scripture never lead you on a crooked path. It would be impossible to follow the true intent of any passage of Scripture and have it result in a misstep. Think of what an astonishing claim that is! Every other guide book in the world must be checked against reason and experience. Not Scripture. No other set of instructions applies absolutely in every context in every culture in every age in every circumstance. But God’s Word, if followed, will always lead you on exactly the path you should be on.
And the result is joy! Oh, how many Christians fail to understand this! So many think that doing what is right is very often a drudgery. That is why we sin. Every sin we commit is a proclamation that says, “I will be happier if I take the crooked path.” If only we could convince our souls of the truth that the crooked path NEVER leads to greater happiness than God’s path – never! 

Experiencing this attribute:
There are three kinds of things we can read: The Bible, books that help us understand the Bible, and books that do not help us understand the Bible. It is a sad truth that many of us spend much more time in the third category than the first two. The simple reason for this is that we find the reading of other books more enjoyable or useful than Scripture or books about Scripture. And in the short term they may very well be. But those books are not the path to the greatest enjoyment. The pleasure they bring is shallow and superficial, and will evaporate into nothingness when the real pain and sorrows of life strike. Only a steady, full diet of the truths of God’s Word will build a foundation of joy that will be able to not only withstand the hurricanes of suffering, but that will be so much larger and greater than even the worst kinds of suffering that despair will never be able to overtake your joy.

Think: We neglect the Scriptures only because we are not convinced they will do what this verse promises. What would it take to convince your soul that the precepts of the Lord will indeed give joy to your heart?


Day 4: Radiant, giving light to the eyes 

Psalms 19:8 The commands of the LORD are pure, This word (BAR) always means pure, clean, flawless with only one possible exception in SOS.6:10 which compares the woman’s beauty with “the beauty of the moon and the BAR of the sun.” The word is often used in pagan literature to describe the sun. But since the primary meaning is pure, the references to the sun could easily be understood in the sense of that which is pure, refined by fire, rather than bright or radiant.  giving light to the eyes.
What is wonderful about this attribute:
The giving of light to the eyes is a Hebraism for giving strength or joy. Ezra 9:9, Ps.38:10, 1 Sam.14:27. The dimming of the eyes was the opposite – the fading of one’s strength in weakness or grief. Job 17:7, Lam.5:17. The commandments God has given us stand in brilliant, gleaming purity and flawless cleanness, without even the slightest taint of contamination. It is the only book that is pure good, unmixed with anything that is less that perfect. And for that reason it gives us life, vitality, strength, and joy. The demands of life and the weakness of the flesh drain us so we become like Jonathan, who was fatigued and wearied from ceaseless warfare without any food. But when he ate honey his “eyes were brightened.” 1 Sam.14:27. Only the pure, uncontaminated commands of God have the power to restore what has drained away. When life and strength and motivation and health and joy are ebbing away, nothing else in this world has the power to restore them - only God’s Word.

Experiencing this attribute:
On the porches around the pool there were a great number of disabled people – sick, blind, lame, paralyzed.  And the people believed that if they could jump into the pool while the waters were being stirred, they would be healed.  John Bois, one of the translators of the KJV, drew a comparison between Bethesda and our souls: “Our souls are like the porches of Bethesda … and the Scriptures are like the pool of Bethesda.”  Scattered all around in our hearts are the diseases of greed, anger, lust, selfishness, folly, and every kind of idolatry.  And if we could just roll ourselves into the pool, and immerse ourselves in the wisdom of God, we would be healed. Is any man down? The statutes of the Lord rejoice the heart. Is any man poor? The judgments of the Lord are more to be desired than much fine gold, and by keeping of them there is a great reward.  Is any man ignorant? The testimonies of the Lord give wisdom to the simple (so that you are wiser than all your teachers.) Treasury of David, vol.1, pp.285-286  Is anyone discouraged?  The law of the Lord revives the soul.  Is anyone in the dark and in need of guidance or enlightenment?  The commands of the Lord are radiant, giving light to the eyes.” 
When you read the Bible read it expectantly. God has made huge and marvelous promises regarding what we can expect from His Word. Trust those promises! Joy and restoration and enlightenment and satisfaction of soul are there for the taking. God has not placed them out of your reach if you seek after them with all your heart. Never dishonor God by approaching His Word with an attitude that assumes it will be unable to give you that which God has promised.  

Think: When you open your Bible, what are your expectations?





Day 5: Precious

Psalms 19:10 They are more precious than gold, than much pure gold; they are sweeter than honey, than honey from the comb. 
What is wonderful about this attribute:
If you have the Word of God you are rich – so rich that the only thing that could make you any richer would be greater insight into and love for that Word.. Please, do not let these words be mere platitudes. Think deeply about this: The Bible is more valuable than anything you have or desire in this world. That includes all your possessions you have, and all the possessions you could imagine having. It includes your health, your life, the lives of your loved ones – all the treasures of this world put together.

Experiencing this attribute:
Experience God’s Word as a treasure by persisting in your seeking until you find the treasure. Most people read Scripture much too quickly. If God’s Word is dry to you, you are probably going way too fast.  There is nothing spiritual about reading through the Bible in a year.

2 Timothy 2:7 Reflect on what I am saying, for the Lord will give you insight into all this.

God did not intend His Word to be immediately understood.  Some people can do really well reading several chapters at a time.  But if you are like me, that’s way too fast.  It is like trying to hit 12 restaurants in your 30 minute lunch break – you can’t enjoy any of them.
I think one of the best ways to train yourself to dislike the Word of God is to read something you don’t understand one day, and the next day move on to something else you don’t understand.  That is like being on a scavenger hunt where God placed a priceless treasure at each place.  But you are in such a hurry to finish the hunt that you go to each place, look around for ten seconds, don’t find the treasure, and then move on to the next stop.  And you get to the end and you haven’t found one single treasure.  And you are proud of yourself for finishing the whole thing so fast, but you feel guilty for not really enjoying it.
My advice is do not move on to the next place until you find the treasure at the place where you are.  If you cannot see what is marvelous and glorious and delightful and satisfying and joy producing about the text you read in the morning, get a commentary (or two or three) and try to figure out what it means.  Study the context.  Ask your small group leader or your pastor.  Ask all your friends.  Memorize a portion of the passage and meditate on it during free moments during the day.  And come back to it again and again – day after day, until you crack that nut.  And when you find the treasure, stay there and enjoy it for a while.  Spend a day or two thinking and praying and writing and talking to others about the implications of that truth.  And write down your insights so you can refer back to them in the future (on a day when you really need a good insight and don’t have time to study).  Then you can move on.

Think: Why do you think God did not place what is most wonderful and satisfying about His Word right out on the surface so it could be fully appreciated at by anyone at first glance? 


